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Abstract—Network embedding has been increasingly employed
in networked data mining applications as it is effective to learn
node embeddings that encode the network structure. Existing
network models usually learn a single embedding for each node.
In practice, a person may interact with others in different roles,
such as interacting with schoolmates as a student, and with
colleagues as an employee. Obviously, different roles exhibit
different characteristics or features. Hence, only learning a single
embedding responsible for all roles is not appropriate. In this
paper, we thus introduce a concept of multiple social role (MSR)
into social network embedding for the first time. The MSR models
multiple roles people play in society, such as student and em-
ployee. To make the embedding more versatile, we thus propose
a multiple social role embedding (MSRE) model to preserve both
the network structure and social roles. Empirical evaluation on
various real-world social networks demonstrates advantages of
the proposed MSRE over the state-of-the-art embedding models
in link prediction and multi-label classification.

Index Terms—network embedding; social networks; data min-
ing;

I. INTRODUCTION

Social network analysis has been attracting increasing
interests as social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, are
integral parts of daily life. Moreover, social network analysis
is beneficial in various aspects, from information diffusion [3],
community detection [6] [26], recommendation [10] to link
prediction [12] [27]. Among the information we can utilize
from networks, interactions of vertices are the foundations on
which all these applications are based.

Recently, network embedding has been used to assist
analyzing social networks as it is effective to learn low-
dimensional latent features that encode interactions[17] [21] [9]
[30] [31]. The major reason for turning vertex interactions into
latent features is that interactions are discrete and usually spare
with respect to the entire network, e.g., the adjacent matrix of
the network is usually spare. Hence, vertex interactions are not
suitable features for tuple-based machine learning models, such
as SVM and Logistic Regression. The basic idea of embedding
is to preserve the network structure by presenting vertices
which are close in the original space to be close in the latent
space. Existing embedding methods are effective, but they share
a common problem of not distinguishing the different roles of
the same vertex.

Fig. 1 explains why different roles should be distinguished.
In practice, a person may have multiple roles simultaneously,

Fig. 1: An example of network with multiple social roles,
where straight lines indicate interactions between people, and
each color denotes a kind of relationship.

such as student and employee. For example, person A has a
role of student of university X, and employee in company Y.
In the theory of social role taking [11] [19], normal people
would adopt and act out a particular role in each interaction
with reference to the social environment. In other words, only a
single role participates in each interaction with the other roles
being inactive. For example, person A interacts with schoolmate
C most likely as a student while A interacts with colleague B
most likely as an employee. Obviously, different roles exhibit
different characteristics as students are concerned mostly about
studies while employees are concerned mostly about work.
Hence, each role should be separately preserved and appropriate
roles should be adopted in each interaction. Conversely, if all
the roles are mixed up in a single embedding, multiple roles
would be active in each interaction, which violates the theory
of social role taking.

In this paper, we thus propose a multiple social role
embedding (MSRE) model to preserve the network structure
and social roles simultaneously. In contrast to existing methods
where each node has a single global embedding, MSRE model
assigns multiple embeddings to each vertex. As a result,
each embedding can account for the unique nature of the
corresponding role and therefore finer grained information
could be preserved in the embeddings. Hence, role-specific
embeddings can lead to better performance in various tasks
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of network analysis, such as visualization, link prediction and
classification.

The major challenge for learning role-specific embeddings
is how to infer the social roles. One key insight we rely on
is the following: roles produce relationships, e.g., role student
produces relationship schoolmate and relationships formed by
the same role tend to share certain common characteristics, such
as similar interests or background [7]. We introduce the concept
of role representative embedding, which aims to capture such
common information shared by this role. Then we introduce
a mixture gating function in which each node is assigned to
a role with a certain probability, based on their role affinity
to each role representative. With this soft role assignment, the
involvement of each node over different social roles can be
reflected by different probabilities.

Hence, each link is formed by the interaction between
different roles of two nodes. To infer multiple role embedding
for network nodes, we need to perform a joint inference on the
role representative and role-specific embedding, by maximizing
the likelihood of links generated from these roles.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1. We point out the limitation of learning single global

embedding and propose to learn multiple role-specific
embeddings. To our best knowledge, this is the first
attempt to consider multiple social roles while embedding
networks.

2. We propose a multiple social role embedding (MSRE)
model to learn role-specific embeddings for network
vertices via joint social role and embedding inference.

3. We present comprehensive evidence on five real-world
social networks to show that the proposed MSRE model
outperforms three recent network embedding models in
link prediction and multi-label classification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 presents the proposed MSRE
model and the optimization algorithm to solve the model. In
section 4, we evaluate the proposed MSRE on five real-world
social networks against three recent network embedding models.
In section 5, we conclude and introduce our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The major category of related work should be network
embedding to learn latent representations for network vertices.
Various embedding methods [4] [5] have been proposed before,
but they are not designed for social networks since they just
construct affinity networks using feature vectors of independent
data points.

A recent social network embedding model is DeepWalk [17],
which presents sequences of vertices obtained from random
walks to be close in the latent space. This embedding principle
is based on the connection between a sequence of nodes and
a sequence of words in natural languages, i.e., both node
frequency and word frequency in random sequences follow the
power law. And presenting a sequence of words to be close has
been demonstrated effective to learn word embeddings [14].

Afterwards, TADW [32] extends DeepWalk to embed both the
network structure and node content.

Another recent model is LINE [21] for large-scale network
embedding. LINE presents nodes with either first-order or
second-order interactions to be close. Although MSRE also
presents nodes with first-order interactions to be close like
LINE, MSRE assigns multiple role-specific embeddings to
each node.

The more recent one is node2vec [9], which defines a flexible
notion of neighborhood instead of a rigid one in DeepWalk
and LINE so as to exploit more diverse interaction information.
However, none of these methods consider multiple social roles,
which can be observed in practice.

A Minor category of related work should be studies inferring
multiple social roles in social networks, such as mixed
membership stochastic block models [1] [28], and multi-agent
based simulation models [16]. This category of related work is
considered as minor because the proposed MSRE is a network
embedding model. Moreover, as a comparison, the MSRE
model not only estimates the role probabilities, but also learns
role representations, which can be used in subsequent data
mining tasks, such as link prediction and classification.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Overview

The proposed MSRE deals with social networks denoted
as G(V,E), where V is a set of vertices, E is a set of
weighted or unweighted, directed or undirected edges. The
MSRE starts with learning a global embedding by preserving
the network structure without considering social roles for
each vertex. The global embedding is learned to facilitate
the discovery of common characteristics among nodes. After
discovering common characteristics shared by certain nodes, a
social role is defined and a corresponding role representative is
selected, and every vertex sharing the common characteristics
is assigned with a corresponding role as discussed in the
introduction. This inference process acts as the pre-training
of the MSRE. Afterwards, the MSRE learns role-specific
embeddings via jointly embedding the structure and inferring
roles. The role inference has to be further performed because the
role assignment is just performed without considering multiple
roles, and role-specific embeddings may lead to the change of
role representatives.

B. Global Pre-training

Global pre-training is to learn a global embedding for each
vertex by presenting vertices connected by edges to be close
in the latent space. Closeness is formally defined as follows:

DEFINITION 1. The closeness between two vertices in a
certain latent space is defined as the probability of an edge
between them, where the probability is quantified as follows:

p(vi,vj) =
1

1 + exp{�v>
i vj}

, (1)



where vi 2 RD and vj 2 RD are column vectors of global
embeddings for vertices i and j, respectively, and D is the
dimension of the latent space.

Accordingly, pairs of vertices connected by edges are
expected to have large probabilities and conversely, pairs of
vertices not connected with small ones. To cast the structure
preserving mechanism to an optimization problem, both small
probabilities of pairs of vertices with an edge and large ones
of pairs of vertices without an edge should be penalized. A
simple yet effective function to perform the former penalty is
the negative natural logarithmic function denoted as follows:

l(vi,vj) = �wij ⇥ log(p(vi,vj)), (2)

where wij 2 R is the weight of the edge reflecting the
relationship strength. This function is chosen because it is
convex, and thus it enables us to solve the optimization by
gradient-based algorithms as well as obtain the global optimal.
Correspondingly, the penalty for large probabilities of pairs of
vertices without an edge is quantified as follows:

l(vh,vk) = � log(1� p(vh,vk)), (3)

where vh and vk is pair of vertices without an edge.
The overall loss function is thus quantified as follows:

L(V ) =�
X

(i,j)2E

wij log(p(vi,vj))�
X

(h,k)/2E

log(1� p(vh,vk))

+ �||V ||2F ,
(4)

where V is a collection of vertex embeddings, � 2 R, and
|| · ||2F is F2-norm used as regularization.

The derivative for minimizing the loss function can obtained
by differentiating L(V ) with respect to vi, we get:

@L(V )

@vi
=�

X

(i,j)2E


wijexp{�v>

i vj}
1 + exp{�v>

i vj}
⇥ vj

�

+

X

(i,k)/2E


vk

1 + exp{�v>
i vk}

�
+ 2�(vi),

(5)

Minimizing Eq. (4) produces a global embedding for each
vertex, which facilitates the discovery of common character-
istics shared by nodes with a certain role so as to perform
role inference. Specifically, certain nodes sharing common
characteristics would be close in the embedding space. Before
presenting the role inference of each node, a concept of role
representative is introduced and defined as follows:

DEFINITION 2. Role representative of a particular social
role refers to the typical characteristics of the role, which are
common characteristics shared by all nodes with the role.

The role representative is useful because if a certain vertex
has similar characteristics to a particular role representative,
it is high likely that the vertex has the social role as well.
We define a concept of role affinity to measure the similarity
between a vertex and a role representative as follows:

DEFINITION 3. Role affinity of a certain vertex to a
particular role representative refers to the similarity between
the vertex and the role representative.

According to the definition, the larger the role affinity of a
vertex to a particular role representative is, the larger likelihood
that the vertex has such a role. Since a vertex can have a role
affinity to every role representative, we adopt a multi-class
logistic gating function [8] to quantify the role affinity as
follows:

⇡a(vi) =
exp{c>a vi + ka}PA
t=1 exp{c>t vi + kt}

, (6)

where ⇡a(vi) is the role affinity of vertex i to the role
representative of role a, vi is the global embedding for vertex
i, ca 2 RD is the column vector of the role representative,
A is the total number of roles, and k 2 R with different
subscriptions are bias terms. The multi-class logistic gating
function is adopted because it normalizes the role affinities of
a vertex to all role representatives in the scale from 0.0 to 1.0.
Accordingly, we adopt the role affinity as the probability with
which a role is assigned to a vertex.

To conclude, the outputs of role inference in the global
pre-training process are that (1) the common characteristics
shared by a certain group of nodes is defined as a particular role
representative, (2) the role affinity of each vertex to a particular
role representative is defined as the probability that the vertex
has the particular role, and (3) the role-specific embeddings of
each vertex are initialized as the role representatives.

C. Joint Role Inference and Embedding Learning

With roles assigned, the probability that there exists an
interaction between two vertices i and j with role-specific
embeddings is reformulated by the following Eq. (1) as follows:

p(i, j) =
X

a

X

b

⇡a(vi)⇡b(vj)p(v
a
i ,v

b
j), (7)

where ⇡a(vi) and ⇡b(vj) are role affinities, va
i 2 RD is a

role-specific embedding of vertex i, vb
j 2 RD is a role-specific

embedding of vertex j, and p(va
i ,v

b
j) is quantified in Eq. (1).

The intuition behind the weighted probability using role-
specific embeddings, i.e., ⇡a(vi)⇡b(vj)p(va

i ,v
b
j), is the theory

of social role taking where each person would act out a
particular social role with reference to the social environment.
The summation over all combinations of roles is needed because
two persons are likely to interact in different environments with
different roles. For example, in the environment of universities,
both two persons are likely to act out as students while in the
environment of job fairs, one of them may act out a student
and the other act out an employer. Moreover, the summation
makes the range of probability of an edge scale from 0% to
100% again.



The loss for preserving the network structure and social
roles is quantified by following Eq. (4) as follows: L(C,V ) =

�
X

(i,j)2E

"
wij log

X

a

X

b

⇡a(vi)⇡b(vj)p(v
a
i ,v

b
j)

#

�
X

(h,k)/2E

"
log(1�

X

a

X

b

⇡a(vh)⇡b(vk)p(v
a
h,v

b
k))

#

+ �

AX

a=1

NX

n=1

||va
n||2a + �

AX

a=1

||ca||2a,

(8)

where � 2 R is the regularization coefficient, N is the number
of vertices, C is a collection of role representatives, and || · ||
is `2 norm used as regularization.

Recalling that role representatives are only pre-trained on the
global embedding of each vertex, we thus need to perform joint
role inference and role-specific embedding learning. In other
words, the loss function needs to be minimized with respect to
both C and V . The loss function is not jointly convex with
respect to and C and V . We thus solve one variable at a time
with the either variable fixed.

The derivative w.r.t va
i is calculated as follows: @L(C,V )

@va
i

=

�
X

(i,j)2E

"
wij⇡a(vi)

p(i, j)

AX

b

⇡b(vj)p
2
(va

i ,v
b
j)exp{�(va

i )
>vb

j}vb
j

#

�
X

(i,k)/2E

"
⇡a(vi)

p(i, k)� 1

AX

b

⇡b(vk)p
2
(va

i ,v
b
k)exp{�(va

i )
>vb

k}vb
k

#

+ 2�(va
i ),

(9)
The derivative w.r.t ca is calculated as follows: @L(C,V )

@ca
=

�
X

(i,j)2E

wij

pij
⇥

(
X

b 6=a

h
d⇡a(vi)

dva
⇡b(vj) +

d⇡a(vj)

dva
⇡b(vi)

i
pabij

+

d [⇡a(vi)⇡a(vj)]

dva
paaij

)
�

X

(h,k)/2E

1

(phk � 1)

⇥
(
X

b 6=a

h
d⇡a(vh)

dva
⇥ ⇡b(vk) +

d⇡a(vk)

dva
⇡b(vh)

i
pabhk

+

d [⇡a(vh)⇡a(vk)]

dva
paahk

)
+ 2�(ca),

(10)
where pabij = p(va

i ,v
b
j) and pabhk = p(va

h,v
b
k).

D. The Optimization Algorithm for MSRE

We employ the block-coordinate descent algorithm [20] to
solve the optimization problem of multiple social role em-
bedding. The implementation of the block-coordinate descent
algorithm in MSRE is to solve the minimization problem
with respect to multiple role embeddings by fixing role
representatives. Afterwards, it is to perform the optimization
with respect to role representatives while fixing multiple
role embeddings. This process is iteratively executed until
convergence. The pesudo-codes of the algorithm are presented
in Algorithm 1.

Input :G(V,E), D, �, �, and negative ratio
Output : Multiple role embeddings

1 Perform global pre-training and role assignment;
2 while (not converge) do
3 Fix C, solve V with gradient descent;
4 Fix V , solve C with gradient descent;

5 return V = {v1
1, ...,v

a
1 , ...,v

1
i , ...,v

a
i , ...}

Algorithm 1: The optimization algorithm

For each variable, i.e., role-specific embeddings or role
representatives, the problem can be solved by gradient-based
algorithms, such as gradient descent and L-BFGS. The updating
rules for gradient descent are as follows: The updating rules
are as follows:

(va
i )

p+1
= (va

i )
p � dp+1 ⇥ @L(C,V )

@vai
, (11)

and
cp+1
a = cpa � hp+1 ⇥ @L(C,V )

@ca
, (12)

where p denotes the p-th iteration, d 2 R and h 2 R are descent
rates. For all the decent rates, we implement the backtracking
line search [2] to learn an appropriate one for each of the
iteration.

For the total loss on pairs of vertices without an edge, it may
be inefficient to be summarized on total pairs of them when
dealing with a large-scale network. To compromise, the number
of pairs of vertices without an edge is sampled to several times
larger than that of pairs with an edge, which is referred to as
negative ratio. Since networks, especially large-scale networks,
are usually spare, the negative ratio can significantly save the
computational costs. The MSRE model works well with the
negative ratio as demonstrated in the experiments.

Referring to the computation of derivatives of role embed-
dings and role representatives, the complexity of the MSRE
algorithm is O(|E|ADi), where D is the dimension of the
latent space, A is the number of roles, and i is the number of
iterations. Moreover, the convergence can be guaranteed based
on the general proof of convergence for block-wise coordinate
descent [23]. In our experiments, we observe that Algorithm 1
converges very fast in terms of the outer iterations, which is
presented in the evaluation section.

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

A. Experiment settings

We evaluate the latent features learned by the proposed
MSRE model against state-of-the-art latent feature learning
methods, DeepWalk [17], LINE [21], and node2vec [9]. For
the implementation, we set the embedding dimension as 128,
as used in all the baselines, negative ratio as 5, which is used in
LINE, commonly used settings for backtracking line search, all
the coefficients for `2 regularization terms as 1, and 0.001 as the
relative loss difference to determine that the decent algorithm
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Fig. 2: Network layout of Karate Club friendship network.

converges. For the number of roles, we set it as the ground-
truth number of roles for each network for simplification. For
role representatives, we initialize them as centroids of clusters
formed by node embeddings. Other methods such as cross-
validation, or more sophisticated clustering methods [29] can
be employed to learn an appropriate number of roles when the
ground truth is unknown.

B. Case Study

This section presents a case study to show that learning
multiple role-specific embeddings is meaningful in an intuitive
way. Specifically, we visualize the network layout of Karate
Club [33], a network of friendships between 34 members of
a karate club. There are two social roles among the members
because members in the left-hand side have few interactions
with members in the right-hand side, and vice versa, which
is illustrated in Fig. 2. We project the embeddings learned
for these members into two-dimensional vectors by the t-SNE
[24] tool, and then present the visualizations in Fig. 3. The
network layout in the figure Global embedding preserves well
the network structure. All the baselines show similar results,
but they are omitted due to limited space. Additionally, two role
representatives (RP) are plotted as "*" over the figures. Each
role representative are surrounded by nodes having the role,
which demonstrates that the role representatives are accurately
estimated.

However, some information about the data points with cross-
role edges may be lost. On the one hand, typical characteristics
of roles may be lost as a result of locating at the middle
area between the two role representatives, which means they
have small role affinities to both role representatives, such as
vertex 29 and 10. The location of vertex 29 is because it has
balanced links to nodes with different roles. On the other hand,
a role may be totally lost as a result of locating far away from
the corresponding role representative, such as vertex 34. The
location of vertex 34 results from imbalanced distribution of
links to nodes with different roles.

These two problems can be solved by learning two role-
specific embeddings, as illustrated in the right-hand sub-
figure. Almost all of them have two distinct locations close
to different role representatives, such as vertex 29 and 34.
This demonstrates that each embedding preserves role-specific

characteristics. Besides the more proper locations, the multiple
social role embedding works well with the theory of social
role taking [19] where normal people would adopt and act
out a particular social role in every interaction with reference
to the social environment. Specifically, when dealing with
interactions, the MSRE model would take into account the role
information and adopt an appropriate role-specific embedding.
The effectiveness of this mechanism is demonstrated in
following two practical applications, link prediction and multi-
label classification.

C. Datasets

We introduce another four real-world social networks, which
are Facebook social circles [13], DBLP co-authorship network
[22], BlogCatalog friendship network [25], and Youtube
friendship network [15]. Users in Facebook social circles have
features like school and work type, which denotes that users
have the roles of student and employee. Hence, these social
networks are the real-world instances of the proposed multiple
social network as illustrated in Fig. 1. We choose network 107
as the experiment network.

We construct a DBLP co-authorship network of researchers
published papers in four research fields, Database, Data Mining,
Machine Learning, and Information Retrieval during the 11-
years period from 1999 to 2009. Each field corresponds to
a social role. From each field, we select several popular
conferences, such as SIGMOD, VLDB, and ICDE for Database,
KDD, ICDM, SDM, and PAKDD for Data Mining, ICML,
NIPS, AAAI, IJCAI and ECML for Machine Learning, SIGIR,
WWW, ECIR, and WSDM for Information Retrieval. We filter
out those authors without co-authorships with others.

For the BlogCatalog friendship network, we select users
who post blogs under four popular categories, which are Art,
Entertainment, Development and Growth, and Travel. Their
friends that have not posted related blogs are filtered out. After
this filtering, some users may have no friends. A second filtering
is performed to filter those without friends.

For the Youtube friendship network, we select users that hold
the group membership of any of five major groups, which are
23, 30, 81, 82 and 367 indicated in the the dataset. Similarly
to the preprocessing on BlogCatalog dataset, two filters are
performed to filter out users without related friends. Statistics
of all these five social networks are presented in Table 1.

D. Link Prediction

The link prediction problem [12] refers to inferring new
interactions between network vertices by using information of
a certain snapshot of network. We deploy two scenarios of
link prediction for evaluation of the proposed MSRE, which
are future link prediction and missing link prediction. The
future link prediction problem is to infer future interactions
by employing the past network information while the missing
link prediction problem is to infer missing interactions by
employing existing ones. The DBLP co-authorship network is
the only one that contains time information for the future link
prediction scenario.
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Dataset Karate Club Youtube DBLP BlogCatalog Facebook
# Roles 2 5 4 4 9

# Vertices 34 8916 8230 6177 481
# Edges 78 33802 27659 36075 10066

Ave. degree 6.73 7.58 6.51 11.68 41.85

TABLE I: Statistics of five real-world social networks.

AUC During 2010 2011-2012 2010-2012
DeepWalk 77.54(1.51) 75.62(1.32) 76.15(0.89)
LINE(1st) 65.04(1.94) 61.70(1.78) 62.00(1.26)
LINE(2nd) 79.85(1.19) 78.07(1.51) 77.42(1.10)
node2vec 78.66(0.88) 78.11(1.25) 77.39(1.19)
MSRE 80.42(0.98) 78.75(1.21) 78.26(1.01)

TABLE II: AUC score(standard error) on future link prediction.

In future link prediction, we employ the DBLP co-authorship
network presented in Table 1 as the past information, and infer
future interactions between existing authors in three different
time periods, which are during 2010, from 2011 to 2012, and
from 2010 to 2012. Besides the ground-truth future interactions
(positive) during these three periods, the same number of
pairs of vertices without interactions (negative) are randomly
generated for measuring the capability of detecting negative
interactions. The inference of new interactions is made by
computing the "similarity" between two vertices, which is the
commonly used method to infer new interactions [12]. The
"similarity" in embedding models is the closeness defined in
Definition 1.

AUC score is used as the evaluation metric, and the
performance of averaged scores of five repetitions of each task
is presented in Table 2, where the numbers have been multiplied
by 100% here and in the rest of the paper. It shows that the
MSRE outperforms all the baselines. Other link prediction
methods such as using Common Neighbors and Adamic/Adar to
measure the similarities are omitted in the comparison because

Vikas Sindhwani,
Tao Li

Yannis Theodoridis,
Salvatore Orlando

DeepWalk 0.58 0.49
LINE(1st) 0.43 0.38
node2vec 0.59 0.50
MSRE 0.68 0.54

TABLE III: Probabilities of positive co-authorships.

they significantly underperform node2vec as suggested in its
paper [9].

For missing link prediction, we adopt five-fold cross valida-
tion as the evaluation method. Other experiment settings are
the same as those in the future link prediction. Performance
AUC score is presented in Table 4. Similarly, the proposed
MSRE model outperforms all the baselines.

To explore the reason behind superior performance of the
MSRE, we examine how it make predictions comparing with
baselines for the link prediction task during 2010. We present
two representatives of positive co-authorships in Table 3. In the
first co-authorship, author Vikas Sindhwani at Google is an ex-
pert of Machine Learning publishing papers mostly in Machine
Learning fields while the author Tao Li at Florida International
University is an expert of Data Mining. Accordingly, the global
embedding of the author Vikas Sindhwani would most likely
be close to the role representative of Machine Learning and the
author Tao Li close to the role representative of Data Mining.
And the MSRE assigns the role affinity of Vikas Sindhwani to
Machine Learning as 0.82, and that of Tao Li to Data Mining



AUC Youtube Facebook DBLP BlogCatalog
DeepWalk 80.23 86.01 94.76 71.63
LINE(1st) 87.68 85.85 93.82 83.56
LINE(2nd) 86.66 88.52 94.72 85.12
node2vec 85.28 87.14 94.01 85.98
MSRE 91.05 90.32 94.82 87.70

TABLE IV: Performance on missing link prediction.

Micro-F1 Youtube Facebook DBLP BlogCatalog
DeepWalk 71.52 89.38 72.45 80.46
LINE(1st) 72.89 86.08 68.26 80.51
LINE(2nd) 77.42 87.23 65.46 79.58
node2vec 76.12 89.22 72.25 80.86
MSRE 81.66 90.62 73.48 81.22

Macro-F1 Youtube Facebook DBLP BlogCatalog
DeepWalk 70.61 89.38 71.12 75.52
LINE(1st) 72.83 87.05 67.41 76.12
LINE(2nd) 77.09 88.02 64.51 73.62
node2vec 75.60 89.57 71.82 80.63
MSRE 80.46 90.90 73.42 77.02

TABLE V: Performance on multi-label classification.

0.79. Hence, it is not likely for them to coauthor a paper,
which is the prediction of baselines. The probability given by
LINE(2nd) is omitted since it is not that interpretable given
that it produces probabilities about 99% for any test links,
including negative links. In fact, they did coauthor a paper
in SDM 2010. As we examine the published papers of both
authors, we find that the author Vikas Sindhwani did published
papers in Data Mining fields, but only a few compared with
papers in Machine Learning fields. Similarly, the author Tao Li
had published few papers in Machine Learning fields. Hence,
they both actually have double distinct social roles. The MSRE
model can capture this knowledge, and thus gives a larger
estimate on the future co-authorship. The case with the second
co-authorship is similar and the co-authorship occurred in ICDE
2010.

E. Multi-label Classification

In multi-label classification, multiple labels are assigned to
each instance. In this setting, communities or groups are the
labels for each vertex. The features by the MSRE model is the
direct concatenation of all the role embeddings plus the role
probabilities. The motivation behind this concatenation is that
each role embedding acts as a hyper-feature of the vertex just
like each social role is an attribute of a person. The binary-
relevance based SVM implemented in Meka [18] is used as the
classification tool. Performance of five-fold cross validation is
presented in Table 5. Here we make similar observations that
the MSRE outperforms all the baselines. The reason behind the
superior performance can be explained by referring to the case
study, i.e., multiple role characteristics can be well preserved
in the MSRE while certain roles may be lost by only learning
a global embedding in all the baselines . To this point, it is
concluded that the concept of multiple social roles originating
from daily life is applicable to broadly multiple communities or
groups that are observed in DBLP, Blog and Youtube networks.

F. Convergence Analysis

This section studies the convergence of the proposed alter-
nating algorithm as indicated in Algorithm 1. Specifically, we
study the performance of the algorithm on applications with
respect to the number of outer iterations. We only present
the performance on the link prediction task for DBLP future
link prediction and Youtube missing link prediction in Fig. 4
because other experiments show similar results. It shows that
the algorithm converges very fast and can usually converge to
stable performance after about 10 iterations.

G. Parameter Sensitivity

The performance of the MSRE w.r.t different number of
roles in link prediction for the Youtube network is presented
in Fig. 5, and similar results are observed on the other datasets
omitted due to space limitation. It shows the performance of
the MSRE improves as the number of roles gets larger when
it is smaller than the ground-truth number. This is expected
because the number determines how well distinct social roles
are preserved. If the number is considerably smaller than the
ground truth, such as 1, a large portion of social roles have to be
mixed up in a single embedding. Accordingly, each interaction
would involve multiple social roles, which violates the theory
of social role taking. The performance is maximized when the
number of roles is around the ground truth, but it drops when
the number is larger than the ground truth. Accordingly, it is
not always the case that more roles bring better performance,
especially when the number is larger than the ground truth. As
a result, an appropriate number should be adopted, which can
be learned by cross validation or advanced clustering models
that can automatically learn one, such as [29].

Besides, the performance with respect to the dimension of
embeddings is studied in Fig. 5. It is worthy noting the actual
dimension is (# dimensions + 1) ⇥ # roles in the MSRE model
as a result of concatenation of all role embeddings. The figure
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suggests the embedding dimension should not be too small
(e.g., 32) and too large (e.g., 512).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose the multiple social role embedding
(MSRE) to preserve the network structure and social roles
simultaneously. Multiple role embeddings are useful because
the unique characteristics of each role can be preserved. Each
unique role embedding, in turn, is responsible for a particular
type of social interaction, which is suggested by the theory of
social role taking. Multiple role embeddings are demonstrated
as more effective features in link prediction and multi-label
classification. We plan to enable MSRE to perform online
learning to handle evolving networks in the future.
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